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Abstract: With the growing demand of customers for cloth range in the fashion industry, texture of the fabric becomes much 

more numerous, which brings pleasant challenges to accurate identification of fabric discoveries. Also included was a 

comparative study of the wavelet-based, GLCM-based curvelet-based techniques. The high precision obtained through the 

expected technique indicates an economical fabric defect resolution. Note that this study is that the initial recorded 

arrangement to explore the probabilities of a brand new multi-resolution analytical method called digital curvelet transform 

to address the material defect problem. Using "Discrete Curvelet Transform," the recognizer acquires digital fabric images 

by means of image acquisition tool and transforms the image into binary image. In MATLAB the algorithmic rule suggested 

is simulated. The performance of the proposed model for detection of defects was assessed through in-depth experiments 

with varied types of real samples of cloth. 

 

Index Terms: GLCM, Discrete Curvelet Transform 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the material and clothing industry, the quality analysis of texture assumes an essential role, because deformities on the textured 

surface can have a fundamental effect on the design of clothing parts and thus affect the advantages of organizations. Texture 

analysis is normally perfected by human visual inspection, which faces high labor costs and poor proficiency. Their execution is 

also troublesome due to human blunder caused by weakness and the difficulty in recognizing small imperfections. Use of 

computerized reasoning methods can deliver a efficient and minimal effort approach for simple mold industry leadership. 

Accordingly, computerized texture evaluation systems that can be managed in the current investigation machine are in growing use. 

The texture surface turns out to be profoundly different and complex with the rapid development of material production. Owing to 

the shift in weaving techniques, absconds on such a textured surface are considerably littler, which affects the texture investigation 

in order to errand considerably harder. It is therefore necessary to develop new mechanized texture assessment models that are of 

great importance. This paper proposes a novel location imperfection plot to enable the computerized analysis of woven textures. 

The proposed plot consists of Curvelet Transform (CT), Gray-Level Co-event Matrices (GLCM), surface check, and k-closest 

neighbor. This analysis is sorted out as follows: we use the immediate duplication of information on curvelet shift at adjacent scales 

right off the bat to identify vital edges from the clamor and make the errand of expelling commotion from signals. The suggested 

calculation using CT and GLCM for the discovery of texture imperfection is introduced at that point and research comes in. 

  
Fig. 1 Proposed System 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

[1] Vaibhav V. Karlekar; M.S Biradar; K.B Bhangale was talked about a texture deformity identification is currently a dynamic 

region of research for recognizing and settling issues of material industry, to upgrade the execution and furthermore to keep up the 

nature of texture. The conventional arrangement of visual examination by individuals is amazingly tedious, high on costs and also 

not solid since it is profoundly mistaken inclined. Imperfection recognition and characterization are the real difficulties in deformity 

review[10]. Henceforth keeping in mind the end goal to defeat these downsides, quicker and savvy programmed imperfection 

location is extremely essential. Thinking about these necessities, this paper proposes wavelet channel strategy. It likewise clarifies 

in detail its different procedures of getting the last yield like preprocessing, deterioration, thresholding, and clamor disposing of  

 [2] Guangshuai Gao; Duo Zhang; Chunlei Li; Zhoufeng Liu; Qiuli Liu was examining going to precisely distinguish the designed 

texture abandons, a novel designed texture recognition calculation in light of Gabor-HOG (GHOG) and low-rank recuperation is 

proposed. Right off the bat, Gabor channel preprocesses the example texture picture to create the Gabor maps, and afterward, HOG 

highlight is removed from the squares of Gabor maps with the size of 16×16. Also, the component vectors GHOG of all pieces is 

stacked into an element lattice, every section speaks to a picture square. Thirdly, a proficient low-rank recuperation display is 
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worked for the element framework and is decayed into a low-rank network (foundation data) and a meager grid (imperfection data) 

by the elective heading multiplier technique (ADMM). At last, the saliency outline by the scanty framework is portioned by the 

enhanced ideal edge calculation, to find the deformity areas. The trial comes about demonstrate that recuperation the proposed 

technique can adequately distinguish designed texture imperfection, and beats the cutting edge strategies.    

[3] Ning Li, Jianyu Zhao, Ping Jiang was examining about a substantial number of texture abandons have the qualities of low 

complexity and vague, manual identification is exceptionally dreary and wasteful. In this way, it is important to recognize surrenders 

naturally. An enhanced texture examination technique, enlivened by visual consideration system calculation demonstrate is 

exhibited. The initial step is to enter texture pictures with deformities, and channel them by direct low-pass sifting, and concentrate 

multiscale highlights[9]. The second step is to utilize the focal distinction task to get the sub saliency delineate, known as the 

conspicuity outline, the third step, the last saliency delineate acquired by joining the conspicuity maps Finally, the most noteworthy 

deformity district is dictated by the opposition between the saliency maps. 

[4] Rebhi; S. Abid; F. Fnaiech was examining about another texture identify identification calculation in view of neighborhood 

homogeneity and scientific morphology is introduced. In an initial step, the neighborhood homogeneity of every pixel is registered 

to develop another homogeneity picture indicated as (H-picture). At that point, an established histogram is registered for the H-

picture to pick an ideal thresholding incentive to create a relating twofold picture, which will be utilized to extricate the ideal size 

and the state of the Structuring Element (SE) for numerical morphology. In a moment step, the picture is subjected to a progression 

of morphological activities with this SE to recognize the conceivable existing texture deformity. Reenactment comes about show 

exact imperfection location with low false cautions[8]. 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Discrete Curvelet transform The Curvelet change is a higher dimensional speculation of the Wavelet change intended to speak to 

pictures at various scales and diverse points. Bended singularities can be all around approximated with not very many coefficients 

and in a non-versatile way - subsequently the name "curvelets". Curvelets stay lucid waveforms under the activity of the wave 

condition in a smooth medium.  With a specific end goal to characterize the issue, let f is a watched B-filter, which is thought to be 

directly made out of free things: h the echoes from channels, c mess, n commotion demonstrated as an arbitrary procedure 

acknowledgment and ca section curios. F can be communicated as    f=h+c+n+ca  and, from this expression, we want to estimate 

h. This assumption allows us to work in a simpler framework with efficient image processing method.  Keeping in mind the end 

goal to have a strategy that evacuates the messiness with various slants and manages a base number of parameters effectively tunable 

as a slant parameter, we propose to utilize an arranged wavelet. It gives a recurrence and rakish decay which will be valuable in the 

messiness and section ancient rarity evacuation (the primary properties of the wavelet changes). All the more especially, we utilized 

curvelet, which offers advantageous properties and a computationally effective preparing. Additionally, in, Starck et al. 

Demonstrated that the curvelet change is a fascinating instrument to denoise pictures.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 

First proposed GLCM for surface portrayals. It is as yet well known until today, on account of its great execution. The GLCM is a 

moment arranges measurements technique which portrays the spatial interrelationships of the dark tones Feature extraction: 

Haralick et al. (15) first proposed GLCM for surface portrayals. It is as yet mainstream until today, in light of its great execution. 

The GLCM may be a moment arranges measurements strategy that depicts the spatial interrelationships of the dark tones. For every 

bearing, θ0 and θ1 have appeared. The ways of highlight extraction square measure as per the following:  

Step 1: Scaling the grayscale esteems in curvelet amendment coefficients into eight levers and process the GLCMs of curvelet 

coefficients at the principal scale c, calculation sixteen surface highlights in light-weight of GLCM: Angular Second Moment 

(ASM). 

Step 2: Calculating Averaged l1-norm of curvelet coefficients in eight interval directions at the second scale c and feat eight texture 

options in step with equivalent weight.  

Step 3: Calculating Averaged l1-norm of curvelet coefficients in sixteen interval directions at the third scale c and getting sixteen 

texture options in step with atomic weight. Step 4: Calculating Averaged l1-norm of curvelet coefficients in sixteen interval 

directions at the fourth scale c and exploit sixteen texture options consistent with combining weight. Step 5: Calculating Averaged 

l1-norm of curvelet coefficients at the second scale c{5} and acquiring 1 texture feature. So, a feature vector containing 57 

components for each image can be extracted.  
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Input Image 

reads the image from the file specified by filename , inferring the format of the file from its contents. If filename is a multi-image 

file, then imread reads the first image in the file. 

 

 
Fig 3: GrayConversion 

converts the truecolor image RGB to the grayscale image I . The rgb2gray function converts RGB images to grayscale by 

eliminating the hue and saturation information while retaining the luminance. 

 

 
Fig 4: Noise Removal 
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Certain filters, such as averaging or Gaussian filters, are appropriate for this purpose. For example, an averaging filter is useful for 

removing grain noise from a photograph. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research, aiming at the kinds of fabric image shape, location and texture backgrounds, we have a tendency to project a 

specific technique for detecting fabric image defects combining Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Curvelet transform 

(CT). The approach proposed is based on the assumption that the curvelet transforms coefficients in the same place, in the same 

direction and compares different scales. As far as the fabric defect picture is concerned, both the edges of the defect and the white 

Gaussian noise correspond to the greater curvelet coefficients. The experimental results obtained from different images show that 

GLCM and CT can provide a realistic descriptive basis of defect textures, and this approach shows better performance compared 

to GLCM-based and wavelet-based techniques. The algorithm also has the excellent robustness to white noise. Such strong 

performances could be due to curvelet's high data quality. 
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